W e are pleased to present this special issue of invited papers from the IEEE International Symposium on Multimedia (ISM), which was held in San Jose, California, 11-13 December 2016. As in past years, this collaboration between IEEE MultiMedia and the ISM organizers facilitates the processing of extended versions of the top 10 ISM papers through a fast-track review and publication schedule.
In This Issue
We begin with an extended version of what was awarded ISM Best Paper. In "Price-Based Controller for Utility-Aware HTTP Adaptive Streaming," Stefano D'Aronco, Laura Toni, and Pascal Frossard address the problem of unfair bandwidth utilization among distributed users of HTTP adaptive streaming. Unlike most existing solutions, which make the unrealistic assumption that network elements have full knowledge of the network status, the authors propose a practical system where the network elements infer the network link congestion using measurements collected from the client endpoints and use the congestion-level signal to optimize video data requests.
Next is an extended version of the ISM Best Student Paper. In "Extreme-Dynamic-Range Sensing: Real-Time Adaptation to Extreme Signals," Ryan Janzen and Steve Mann focus on the new concept of coupled dynamic dynamicrange (D 2 R) compositing. D 2 R uses multisensory information, such as images or audio, where sensors' sensitivities change over timefor example, as lighting conditions or sound conditions change. To increase the dynamic range of the sensory process, the authors propose a feedback-control method to automatically adjust multiple exposure settings, leading to the ability to capture an extremely high dynamic range for compositing in real time.
We then move to the extended version of the ISM Honorable Mention paper. In "Audience Behavior Mining: Integrating TV Ratings with Multimedia Content," Ryota Hinami and Shin'ichi Satoh propose using TV ratings as a social sensor to measure people's interest in certain programs. By analyzing TV ratings and focusing on the points where people switch the channel or turn off the TV, the authors discover audience behavior. Then, they couple that with video and text content to semi-automatically extract various types of knowledge, such as what news programs are more interesting and what key visual features lead to high TV ratings.
The next article is "Nonlinear Discrete CrossModal Hashing for Visual-Textual Data," by Dekui Ma, Jian Liang, Ran He, and Xiangwei Kong. The authors address bad quantization quality-and its subsequent suboptimal retrieval performance-caused by existing cross-modal hashing methods mapping heterogeneous data into one common low-dimensional hamming space and obtaining binary codes by thresholding. Inspired by unimodal hashing methods, the authors propose a supervised cross-modal hashing method to learn the binary codes without relaxing them. This is done by formulating the hashing method through semantic similarity reconstruction and learning binary codes as features for classification.
The article, "Querying Users as Oracles in Tag Engines for Personalized Image Tagging," by Amandianeze O. Nwana and Tsuhan Chen, challenges two common assumptions made by existing tagging systems: that many of the userprovided tags are not visually relevant and should be considered noise, and that the order of these tags provides no useful information. The authors hypothesize that while these assumptions hold for general applications, they fail for personalized tagging applications because they ignore the user's choice and preference. Instead, the authors provide a machine-learning approach by reformulating the problem as a search/retrieval ranking problem, leveraging the order of tags and augmenting sparse user tag data.
The last article, "Object-Detection-Based Video Compression for Wireless Surveillance Systems," by Lingchao Kong and Rui Dai, proposes a standard-compliant video encoding method that increases surveillance video quality by suppressing unnecessary temporal fluctuations in a stable background, leading to a higher accuracy of object detection-an essential requirement for surveillance video analysis. The authors achieve this by designing new mode decision strategies for both intra-and interframes to reduce the degree of temporal fluctuation, while maintaining acceptable ratedistortion performance.
Future Research
The articles in this issue cover a variety of multimedia topics-including multimedia capturing, mining, and streaming-and point to future directions and application areas. We hope that you enjoy and benefit from these extended top ISM papers. MM
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